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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Historical background[ edit ] Reddish-yellow edges overlap blue-cyan edges to form green. But how I was
astonished, as I looked at a white wall through the prism, that it stayed white! That only where it came upon
some darkened area, it showed some colour, then at last, around the window sill all the colours shone As the
card was moved away, the projected image elongated, gradually assuming an elliptical shape, and the coloured
images became larger, finally merging at the centre to produce green. Moving the card farther led to the
increase in the size of the image, until finally the spectrum described by Newton in the Opticks was produced
The image cast by the refracted beam was not fixed, but rather developed with increasing distance from the
prism. Consequently, Goethe saw the particular distance chosen by Newton to prove the second proposition of
the Opticks as capriciously imposed. It does not arrogate to itself developing colours from the light, but rather
seeks to prove by numberless cases that colour is produced by light as well as by what stands against it.
Nothing can be predicted with it. Nor is there any experimentum crucis which could decide for or against the
theory. Instead of setting up models and explanations, Goethe collected specimensâ€”he was responsible for
the meteorological collections of Jena University. What he provided was really not so much a theory, as a
rational description of colour. For Goethe, "the highest is to understand that all fact is really theory. The blue
of the sky reveals to us the basic law of color. Search nothing beyond the phenomena, they themselves are the
theory. Data for a Theory of Color. They are important, complete, and significant data, rich material for a
future theory of color. He has not, however, undertaken to furnish the theory itself; hence, as he himself
remarks and admits on page xxxix of the introduction, he has not furnished us with a real explanation of the
essential nature of color, but really postulates it as a phenomenon, and merely tells us how it originates, not
what it is. For Goethe, light is "the simplest most undivided most homogenous being that we know.
Confronting it is the darkness" Letter to Jacobi. It sounds absurd when I express it; but so it is: January 4, ;
trans. Wallace Wood Based on his experiments with turbid media, Goethe characterized colour as arising from
the dynamic interplay of darkness and light. Modern natural science sees darkness as a complete nothingness.
According to this view, the light which streams into a dark space has no resistance from the darkness to
overcome. Goethe pictures to himself that light and darkness relate to each other like the north and south pole
of a magnet. The darkness can weaken the light in its working power. Conversely, the light can limit the
energy of the darkness. In both cases color arises. The poet observed that light seen through a turbid medium
appears yellow, and darkness seen through an illuminated medium appears blue. The highest degree of light,
such as that of the sun This light, however, seen through a medium but very slightly thickened, appears to us
yellow. If the density of such a medium be increased, or if its volume become greater, we shall see the light
gradually assume a yellow-red hue, which at last deepens to a ruby colour. If on the other hand darkness is
seen through a semi-transparent medium, which is itself illumined by a light striking on it, a blue colour
appears: Boundary conditions[ edit ] When looked at through a prism, the colours seen at a lightâ€”dark
boundary depend upon the orientation of this lightâ€”dark boundary. With white above a dark boundary, we
observe the light extending a blue-violet edge into the dark area; whereas dark above a light boundary results
in a red-yellow edge extending into the light area. Goethe was intrigued by this difference. He felt that this
arising of colour at lightâ€”dark boundaries was fundamental to the creation of the spectrum which he
considered to be a compound phenomenon. Varying the experimental conditions by using different shades of
grey shows that the intensity of coloured edges increases with boundary contrast. Light and dark spectra[ edit ]
Light and dark spectraâ€”when coloured edges overlap in a light spectrum, green results; when they overlap in
a dark spectrum, magenta results. Click for animation Since the colour phenomenon relies on the adjacency of
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light and dark, there are two ways to produce a spectrum: In both cases, he found that the yellow and blue
edges remain closest to the side which is light, and red and violet edges remain closest to the side which is
dark. When these edges overlap in a light spectrum, green results; when they overlap in a dark spectrum,
magenta results. With a light spectrum i. The spectrum with green in the middle arises only where the
blue-violet edges overlap the yellow-red edges. He writes, "The chromatic circle Thus, yellow demands violet;
orange [demands] blue; purple [demands] green; and vice versa: In the same way that light and dark spectra
yielded green from the mixture of blue and yellowâ€”Goethe completed his colour wheel by recognising the
importance of magentaâ€”"For Newton, only spectral colors could count as fundamental. Goethe also included
aesthetic qualities in his colour wheel, under the title of "allegorical, symbolic, mystic use of colour"
Allegorischer, symbolischer, mystischer Gebrauch der Farbe , establishing a kind of color psychology. He
associated red with the "beautiful", orange with the "noble", yellow to the "good", green to the "useful", blue
to the "common", and violet to the "unnecessary". These six qualities were assigned to four categories of
human cognition, the rational Vernunft to the beautiful and the noble red and orange , the intellectual Verstand
to the good and the useful yellow and green , the sensual Sinnlichkeit to the useful and the common green and
blue and, closing the circle, imagination Phantasie to both the unnecessary and the beautiful purple and red. If
one observes the colours coming out of a prismâ€”an English person may be more inclined to describe as
magenta what in German is called Purpurâ€”so one may not lose the intention of the author. However, literal
translation is more difficult.
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Winter Auf Weissen Blatt/Winter on White Paper (Poetry Europe Series) [Elisabeth Borchers, Eva Bourke] on
blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

Bright and colourless; reflecting equal quantities of all frequencies of visible light. Pertaining to an
ecclesiastical order whose adherents dress in white habits; Cistercian. The albumen of bird eggs egg white. A
common name for the Pieris genus of butterflies. Of or relating to Caucasians, people of European descent
with light-coloured skin. Designated for use by Caucasians. Relatively light or pale in colour. Pale or pallid, as
from fear, illness, etc. Lacking coloration tan from ultraviolet light; not tanned. Containing cream, milk, or
creamer. The standard denomination of the playing pieces of a board game deemed to belong to the white set,
no matter what the actual colour. Grey, as from old age; having silvery hair; hoary. Characterized by freedom
from that which disturbs, and the like; fortunate; happy; favourable. Regarded with especial favour; favourite;
darling. Pertaining to constitutional or anti-revolutionary political parties or movements. Made from immature
leaves and shoots. Not containing characters; see white space. Said of a symbol or character outline, not solid,
not filled with color. A person of European descent with light-coloured skin. The sclera, white of the eye. Any
butterfly of the Pieris genus. The cue ball in cue games. Cocaine The central part of the butt, which was
formerly painted white; the centre of a mark at which a missile is shot. To make white; to whiten; to bleach. A
Caucasian person with light-colored skin. Bright and colorless; reflecting equal quantities of all frequencies of
visible light. The colour of light that contains equal amounts of all visible wavelengths.
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Title / Author Type Language Date / Edition Publication; 1. Winter auf weissem Blatt = Winter on white paper: 1.

For further questions regarding condition reports, prices and availability, contact the gallery at: Signed in
pencil lower right Edv. Munch, inscribed below the signature avant lettre. Inscribed by the printer lower left
O. Felsing Berlin gedr printed by O. A superb, velvety impression with subtle platetone. On warm toned
yellow-brownish firm paper. According to Schiefler and Woll, characterized by the inscription avant lettre as
an early impression of the later printing by Felsing. Signed in pencil Kollwitz lower right within image. A
superb impression on thin paper, mounted onto gray-green laid paper before printing. Signed in pencil within
the subject lower right Kollwitz. A superb impression in strong colors dark brown, blue and gray-brown.
Extremely rare, von dem Knesebeck records a total of ten impressions for all states. On yellowish-brown,
straw-like paper. Signed and dated Erich Heckel 08 in pencil lower right. Inscribed at the lower sheet edge by
a different hand with the title Vorm Spiegel. A superb, strong impression of this extremely rare print, on thick,
soft laid Japan, with full margins. A fine, black impression of this extremely rare, early print. On thick, buff
wove paper. Signed in pencil and dated lower right E Heckel Titled by a different hand lower left. On
greenish thick handmade laid paper. A superb impression, printed in blueish-black ink, on tissue-thin laid
paper. Titled by Stinnes lower right and inscribed Sturm, Signed in pencil lower left Emil Nolde. Very fine
impression in deep black with the grain of the woodblock used to enhance the image, on heavy off-white
paper. With strong relief, the vertical lines in the lower part of the image mostly uninked and impressed blind.
Inscribed in the upper right corner Signed in pen and ink, dated and inscribed lower right L Meidner Dresden.
Published by Kunstanstalt Robert Claus, Dresden Signed in pencil lower right Erich Heckel. On chamois laid
paper with a Rampant Lion or Gryphon watermark, with full margins. A very fine impression. The richly
inked black areas printed with fine subtleties of the wood-grain. Signed and dated in pencil lower right
EHeckel 13, inscribed lower left 5. Fine impression with burr and rich platetone. Dube does not mention an
edition. Signed in pencil lower right S. A very fine impression with richly inked black areas, printed with fine
subtleties of the wood grain. One of 75 impressions, originally purchased by Graphisches Kabinett I.
Neumann and published in the portfolio Zehn Holzschnitte von Schmidt-Rottluff. On fine laid paper with full
margins. A particularly fine impression of this important self-portrait, printed in deep black with the grain of
the woodblock used to enhance the image. V Drypoint on zinc. Signed in pencil lower right Kandinsky.
Inscribed, dated and numbered lower left No V, , No 8, numbered again in the lower right sheet corner Signed
with the monogram and dated in the plate lower left. A fine impression, printed with light platetone, on thick
paper with full margins. From the edition of ten. Signed in pencil lower left Lyonel Feininger and inscribed
with the work number at the lower sheet edge. A fine proof impression of this rare print. On oatmeal-tan
carbon-copy paper, the tone of the paper unfaded, in pristine condition. Signed in pencil lower right
Beckmann. A rich, velvety impression of this scarce print. One of 10 impressions on Japan, before the edition
of 40 on wove paper. Signed and dated in pencil lower right Joh. Molzahn , inscribed in the lower left corner
Handdruck. A superb, deep black impression on brown laid paper. Salzmann 17; Molzahn list no. A superb,
rich impression on tan wove paper. Extremely rare, the artist himself noted on another impression that he
destroyed most of the edition and just circa 10 survived. Illustrations for the novel by Laurids Bruun. All
prints signed in pencil and inscribed Hand. On laid paper, the colors fresh, with full margins and in very good
condition. Signed in pencil with the monogram lower right. A very fine, strong, black impression with good
contrasts, on warm-toned yellow paper. One of circa 60 monogrammed impressions. Further 30 impressions
were printed on Japan. According to Karsch, the edition printed on different, mostly laid papers. Our
impression on lightly hammered yellowish laid paper as described by Karsch. On thin, fibrous wove paper
with full margins. A superb proof impression with strong relief, printed with rich platetone and deeply
impressed platemark. On cream laid paper with the blindstamp of the Bauhaus Weimar in the upper left
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corner. Plate 8 from the series Ypsilon - of small machines and their chains - satire on the materialist N.
Exceedingly rare, Schiller mentions only t 3 to 5 proofs for most of the etchings from this series. Signed,
dated, inscribed H and titled Selbstbildnis Self-Portrait on verso. The colors remarkably fresh. Kunstverein
Hamburg , cat. Plate 4 from Berliner Reise , a series of ten lithographs published by Verlag I. On chamois
wove paper. Signed in pencil Klee at the center below the image. From the edition of on chamois simili Japan.
With full margins and in perfect condition. Kornfeld 86 B b. Originally published as plate 5 from Radierwerk
III. Mappe der graphischen Reihe. Brilliant impression, printed with subtle platetone, on wove paper, with full
margins. Signed in pencil lower right Emil Nolde, titled by Ada at the lower sheet edge. A superb impression
of this rare print. On firm, chamois wove paper, with full margins and in excellent condition. Signed in pencil
lower right El Lissitzky. Plate 7 from the series of ten lithographs Sieg uber die Sonne Victory over the Sun
published in by the artist. One o 75 impressions on firm wove paper, with the full margins, the colors fresh.
Max Kaus - , Berlin 3. The complete set of six lithographs plus the justification page by Schmidt-Rottluff. In
the original gray-green paper portfolio with lithographed title-page mounted on front, published by Verlag
Ludwig Ey, Hannover, Each print signed in pencil MKaus, one signed and dated Numbered on the
justification page 49 of Very fine impressions with strong contrasts on chamois wove paper.
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Winter Auf Weissen Blatt/Winter on White Paper (Poetry Europe Series) Dec 01,

Chapter 5 : Theory of Colours - Wikipedia
Winter Auf Weissen Blatt/Winter on White Paper by Elisabeth Borchers 1 edition - first published in Subjects. Fairy tales,
OUR Brockhaus.

Chapter 6 : Elisabeth Borchers | Open Library
Finde diesen Pin und vieles mehr auf weiss und winter von Vreni Christen. Gingerbread Music Video and Printable
Paper Toy Created by Joel Henriques, from Made by Joel website, this Winter House Playset is a nice and easy-to-build
papercraft project for litt.

Chapter 7 : White in German, translation, English-German Dictionary
Miss Oetken's Artists: Textured Winter Birch Trees and Cardinals On white paper texture it using a hair comb. Cut into
tree trunks. Glue on blue paper adding paper details.

Chapter 8 : Copic Marker Europe:
It may be a booklet in format A6 (x mm), with a green cover and white inside pages, or a sheet of green or white paper
of format A4 (x) folded to format A6 in such a way that the section containing the distinguishing sign of the state or of the
United Nations forms the top of the folded Certificate.

Chapter 9 : Search results for `Anna Collar` - PhilPapers
Or download and print the winter papers out and use them as classy DIY gift wrapping papers for small Christmas gifts,
as DIY book cover papers of for your other paper art and paper crafting projects.
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